
TRANSIT GOVERNANCE
All transit systems have a mix of 
public and private involvement; 
therefore, identification of the 
tasks to be completed most 
efficiently and effectively by 
each entity is very important. 
Three levels of activity that are 
needed are:

Strategic level is where system objectives are set (e.g. Defined level of 
region-wide accessibility, targets for mode shift, subsidy or cost-recovery 
levels). The Calgary Transportation Plan and Municipal Development 
Plan provide this in Calgary.

Tactical level is where objectives are translated into system-wide 
service strategies (e.g. Designing networks, selecting appropriate modes 
and technologies, co-ordinating timetables)

Operational level sees tactical planning translated into day-to-day 
operations (e.g. hiring and scheduling crews, maintaining equipment, 
collecting fares and providing information to passengers)

Continuum of Strategies
Some people have identified a ‘continuum of strategies’ for distributing the strategic, tactical, and 
operational functions between public and private bodies. Starting with the most ‘public’ possibility 
at the top, the options are as follows:

Government or municipal department - 
Public transport operator is a department of the relevant municipal government. Calgary Transit currently operates 
under this strategy.
Considerations:

Close political control can work against efficient operations•	
Bureaucratic culture of department may not be best environment to foster innovative tactical planning•	

Public Corporation - 
Public agency, established under statute or as a ‘private’ company in which the municipality owns the shares, handles 
tactical and operational matters, but strategic planning is effectively shared with the political arm of the government 
(which provides funding and sets overall policy goals)
Considerations:

Retains the advantages of state control, while giving more scope for efficiency and innovation at the tactical and •	
operational levels

Public agency with sub-contracted, tendered services -
 Tactical planning remains the responsibility of the public agency, but operations are competitively tendered based 
on cost and quality.
Considerations:

Evolved out of concern to reduce operating costs while preserving service integration.•	
In some cases, ‘in-house’ operators participate and bid against external firms; in others, no in-house capacity is •	

retained. 

Franchising - 
Government sets strategic goals and invite private firms to tender for the provision of tactical  and operational 
realization of those goals. Franchise agreements usually specify maximum fares and minimum service requirements.
Considerations:

Some argue that competition is necessary to spur innovation at the tactical level, which was not prevalent in the •	
previous strategies

This option has not been as successful as theorized in the past because transit does not operate in a genuinely •	
competitive market and contracts are difficult to define.

Private operation with deregulation -
 Transit is treated as a normal consumer product, like cars or bread, and left as much as possible to private contracts 
between customers and suppliers. Competing private firms determine strategic, tactical, and operational decisions 
and suffer financially if they get them wrong
Considerations:

Difficult because in many cities transit is not profitable, so some form of government intervention may occur (e.g. •	
reimbursement for revenue lost, public authority supplements service during times of low-demand)

Many independent inquiries into systems that use this strategy have concluded that it is not successful.•	
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